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The author, a professional flutist and psychologist, interviewed four pianists noted for 
their sight-reading abilities. The results o f  the interviews are considered from several 
points o f  view. Sight-reading is analyzed as a problem in pattern recognition: a movement 
from a sonata by Handel is used to illustrate the principle o f  scanning for familiar 
patterns. The close relationship between musical sight-reading and the reading of  
conventional texts is also suggested. Finally, drawing on the findings o f  other studies, a 
cognitive model o f  musical sight-reading is proposed. The schematic model o f  interlocking 
information-processing systems explains the differences between skilled and unskilled 
sight-readers; it also explains why some experienced, professional musicians are poor 
sight-readers. Verification o f  the model is provided in an additional section in which 
conversations with unskilled sight-readers are reported. 

THE PROBLEM 

Musical sight-reading is the ability to play music from a printed score or part 
for the first time without benefit of practice. Sight-reading is a complex 
process which appears to involve at least two distinct skills: the first is a 
reading skill-the musician must scan and process the printed music-and the 
second is a mechanical skill-he must place his fingers in the right place on his 
instrument at precisely the correct moment. Remarkably, there seems to be 
only a slight correlation between proficiency on a musical instrument and 
better than average sight-reading. Indeed, many gifted players are poor 
sight-readers. 

My own interest in the problem of sight-reading stems from professional 
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curiosity (I am a flutist) and personal frustration (I am a poor  sight-reader). In 
the years that I have played in the orchestra o f  the Goldovsky Opera Theatre, 
I have always made it a point to practice the music of  a new opera before the 
first rehearsal. Many of  my colleagues, who can sight-read their parts 
flawlessly, are intolerant of  those who cannot; I have learned, from unpleasant 
experiences in the pit, that poor sight-readers must come to an opening-day 
rehearsal with their parts completely learned. 

The following experiment represents an at tempt to understand for 
myself  the mysteries o f  sight-reading. Because the results also reveal more 
general truths about human processes of  perception, memory ,  attention, and 
cognition, the article is included here. 

METHOD 

Four pianists, all recognized as particularly gifted sight-readers, were 
chosen as a sample. Each pianist had sight-read and played ensemble music 
with me at least once; all were familiar with the sonata for flute and piano by 
G. F. Handel which will be used for analysis later in the article. 2 The pianists 
ranged in age from 18 to 62 years; this precaution ruled out the possibility 
that results were an artifact of  age or experience. Each pianist was interviewed 
separately and asked the following seven questions: 

I. What would you say are the principal problems involved in sight-read- 
ing? 

2. What skills make a good sight-reader besides simple technical pro- 
ficiency at the instrument? 

3. Could you sight-read equally well without being able to hear what 
you played? 

4. Does it make any difference if you are alone or in a group? 
5. Is music f rom one period easier to sight-read than music from 

another? 
6. To what extent do you feel that you are actually reading each note 

when you sight-read? 
7. When you have a visual problem in sight-reading, would you char- 

acterize it as a horizontal or a vertical one? 

2One of the pianists, Vladimir Sokoloff, has had such extensive performance experience 
with flutists that it is difficult to find music for flute and piano which he has not seen 
before. Certainly, he was fully familiar with the Handel sonata before he played it with 
me. Nevertheless, this fact has no serious effect on his statements about sight-reading as 
no specific allusions to the sonata were made in his case. 
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The interviews with the pianists were informal and open-ended, and 
encouraged conversations on a range o f  related topics. When further questions 
were appropriate, they were asked; when questions had to be clarified, there 
was no hesitation about rephrasing the question or giving further details. 

I t  is perhaps appropriate at this point to explain why the sample was 
limited to pianists. In piano sight-reading, the musician reads from two staffs 
(or lines) of  music simultaneously. Other instrumentalists, by way of  contrast, 
read from only one, while a conductor reads from several. Thus a pianist 
performs a visual task which lies somewhere between the two sight-reading 
extremes. Sight-reading for him is analogous in certain ways to the tasks 
performed by other instrumentalists and by conductors. Like the conductor, 
he must read more than one line of  music at a time; but, like other 
instrumentalists, he must coordinate finger movements with the material that 
he reads on the page. For these reasons, it was decided that pianists would 
best represent sight-readers as a group. 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Sight-Reading as Pattern Recognition 

All the pianists interviewed unanimously agreed that musical sight-read- 
ing was essentially a task in pattern recognition (i.e., in recognizing familiar 
musical configurations on the printed page): 

The main problem [in sight-reading] is whether you are seeing something 
that looks familiar, that it is a familiar pattern. (G) 3 

You read patterns. The more you sight-read, the more you read patterns. 
That's one of the things that makes a good sight-reader; he is not looking 
specifically at a note; he is sort of looking at the page in a very general way 
and he sees a pattern. (W) 

To a musician, the term "familiar .pat tern" needs no explanation. 
Configurations of  notes on a page o f  music serve much the same function for 
him that letters do for the reader o f  conventional text. Both notes and letters 
are the building blocks of  larger symbolic units. It is the larger units, not  the 
letters or notes, which the skilled reader or musician makes use of  when he 
reads. Kolers (1970) has pointed out  that skilled reading does not involve 

3Interviews are referred to as follows: (C) Jeffrey Chappelle (aged 18 at the time of the 
interview), (G) Boris Goldovsky (62), (S) Vladimir Sokoloff (58), (W) Andrew Wolf 
(27). 
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letter-by-letter processing; rather, larger configurations, such as words and 
phrases, are processed as single units of information. In music, notes are the 
functional analogue of letters. The musician does not sight-read note-by-note 
but instead looks for familiar musical patterns in much the same way that a 
reader of conventional text looks for words: 

No one could sight-read note-by-note. You don't have that much time. 
Everybody to a certain extent sight-reads in patterns and when you see a 
chord of three notes, you don't just read the three notes and then put your 
fingers on one and then the other and then the other. You see the pattern 
of that chord and then you play it. (W) 

Familiar Musical Patterns 

What is a "familiar musical pattern" and what clues does a musician 
need in order to recognize it? A partial answer is provided by Fig. 1, which 
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Allegro. 
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Fig. 1. First eight measures of sonata by G. F. Handel used in experiment. 
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reproduces the first eight measures o f  a sonata for flute and piano by G. F. 
Handel. None of  the pianists interviewed had the slightest difficulty when 
they played this rapid and tricky work with me. Their performances were 
virtually flawless, partly because the piece, written in the so-called Baroque 
style, reduces so easily to a few simple formulas: 

In Baroque music, usually you are in one key for the whole piece. You can 
find certain patterns in Baroque music that are sometimes repeated in 
different places, like certain scale patterns or ornamental melodic pat- 
terns . . . .  (C) 

A pianist who is also a good sight-reader will be aware of  many familiar 
patterns in the movement before he has played a single note. Notice that the 
flute plays alone in the first four measures. Since the pianist is not  playing, 
he can listen to the flute melody and this will help him to know what to 
expect in his own part. Indeed, "this is one o f  the advantages of  playing 
"chamber," or ensemble, music: 

Chamber music is usually easier.., since you hear the other instruments 
and often you are imitating them. . ,  you know what to expect. (W) 

The pianist sight-reader will probably search out a few visual clues 
before any music is played. Thus, before the flutist begins, the pianist will 
have familiarized himself with the key (number o f  sharps or flats), the tempo 
(fast or slow), and the meter (time scheme): 

One of my problems is that I sometimes start right in. If you're not careful, 
you can take the wrong tempo or not notice the key signature . . . .  (C) 

When the flutist does begin to play, the pianist will acquaint himself 
with the exact tempo, specific rhythmic patterns, and some of  the melodies in 
the movement. For example, the first five notes o f  the flute part (the first 
half measure) establish not only the rapid tempo but also the fact that, in this 
measure at least, the third beat receives an accent or stress. From the pianist's 
previous experience with Baroque music, he may hypothesize that the third 
beat o f  successive measures will also be accented as is, in fact, the case in this 
movement. 

The flute solo of  the first measure also serves as an exact model for the 
entrance of  the pianist's bass part at measure five. This bass part will exactly 
duplicate the rhythm of  the flute melody in the first four measures. In other 
words, the pianist sight-reader has heard the rhythmic pattern o f  his bass part 
(which runs from measure five to measure eight) before he has begun to play. 

Part of  this melody, which is played by the flute and then repeated in 
the piano bass, is composed of  many sixteenth notes (cf. measures three and 
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four o f  the flute part and measures seven and eight in the piano's bass part). 
As dense and complicated as this passage may look, 

�9 4 e' �9 �9 J �9 

it reduces quite simply to a scale (circled notes below) separated by several 
three-note figures called "changing notes." As all o f  the interviewed pianists 
know well, a changing note is extremely common in Baroque music: 

It should also be apparent to the pianist sight-reader (who, it will be 
remembered, has not yet  played a single note) that the first important idea 
unit, represented by the flute solo, is four measures in length. Since it is a 
Baroque convention to build a movement out of  thematic blocks of  music 
which are of  equal duration, the pianist knows that his most concerted 
attention will be required at the beginning of  each new four-measure unit. It 
is here that he will have to deal with new melodic, rhythmic, or harmonic 
material. 

I t  is difficult to speak with certainty about the number o f  details which 
a sight-reader is conscious of  before he begins to play. Skilled musicians are so 
familiar with most o f  the clues that have been mentioned that they will not  
consciously attend to t hem- they  are processed automatically. Nevertheless, all 
musicians would agree that it is helpful to hear an introductory passage played 
by another instrument since this helps to establish an entire gestalt o f  the 
piece: 

When we were playing the Handel sonata, when you hear what you are 
playing, there's more to hang on to. Like if a phrase is repeated you can 
make it loud the first time and then soft the second or the other way 
round, or, you know, it just gives you more to hang on to than if you were 
sight-reading and you didn't hear what you were playing. (C) 

Now let us consider what happens when the pianist must actually begin 
to play. Rhythmically, as we have seen, the bass part (measures five through 
eight) can take care o f  itself since the flute has already established the 
pattern. The sixteenth-note pattern (measures seven and eight) reduces to a 
scale and changing note pattern as we have also seen. A good sight-reader, if 
he cannot manage all these notes, will concentrate on the scale pattern. Not 
only do the notes o f  the scale form the essential skeleton of  the piano bass 
melody, they also serve as cue markers for each beat o f  the measure. A good 
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sight-reader knows that these notes are essential ones whereas the changing 
notes are merely ornamental and can be replaced by a number of appropriate- 
sounding alternatives. 

As the pianist reads the music, he will probably be analyzing chord struc- 
tures. A knowledge of harmony will help him to locate familiar chord patterns: 

A knowledge of harmony is helpful; not just a knowledge but being able to 
harmonize the melody at the instrument; and, if you only have the melody 
[in your mind] . . .  you can sort o f . . .  figure out what the harmonization is 
going to be. (W) 

For a pianist with even an elementary training in harmony, the chord 
scheme of the Handel sonata is very simple. Like many Baroque movements, 
the essential harmonic relationships are between "tonic" and "dominant" (or I 
and V) chords. Of the many harmonic shifts between measures four and nine, 
all are derivatives of the tonic-dominant relationship. The essential modulation 
is from G (tonic) to D (dominant). The establishment of a new key area (D 
major) is underscored by two shifts to its dominant key of A. For a good 
sight-reader, the myriad of individual notes which contribute to the harmonic 
superstructure would reduce to the following scheme: 

' Y \ o ~  ~ v: V \ /  
V o f V :  

As we have seen, a number of  auditory and visual clues make it possible 
for the pianist to perceive musical patterns with which he is familiar. These 
clues might well be represented in the following manner: 

1. Auditory clues from flute solo (measures one through four). 
2. Visual clues from printed music as follows: 

a. The entrance at measure five with melodic 
pattern in bass and G to D chord progres- 
sion. 

t - r l [  a m  m 
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b. The shift to A major at measure six. 
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c. The return to D major with the beginning 
of  the sixteenth-note pattern in the bass at 
measure seven. 

Wolf 
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d. The first beat o f  measure eight as a check 
on the progress of  the sixteenths and the 
move to G major. 

e. The D major cadence at measure nine. 

It should be emphasized that the clues listed above represent only one 
method by which the musical material" of  the Handel sonata might be 
organized by a pianist sight-reader. Other clues are not just possible, they are 
quite likely. The important point is that  a good sight-reader must condense 
the musical material on the page into a few familiar and dependable 
pattern-clues in order to "guess" the complete version which is to be played. 
As one of  the pianists put it: 

you read only a fraction of the notes and you guess at the others . . . .  A 
good sight-reader gets a total image of a page and extrapolates what is going 
on exactly. (G) 

A hypothetical model of  how this process occurs will be presented in a later 
section o f  this article. 

OTHER APPROACHES 

Musical Sight-Reading and the Tachistoscope 

An earlier study of sight-reading conducted by Bean (1938) confirms 
many of  the assertions made thus far in our analysis: 
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1. Sight-reading is essentially an exercise in pattern recognition. 

the ability to grasp a musical pattern of three or more notes at a glance 
when necessary is absolutely essential to rapid and accurate [sight]-read- 
ing. No exceptions to this rule were found . . . .  (p. 66) 

2. A f ew  clues suffice to guess the notes o f  a complicated passage. 

Careful observation of the reading of skilled musicians reveals the fact 
that much guess-work is involved. The player sees a few cues and fills in 
what seems appropriate to complete the pattern. (p. 5) 

3. Sight-reading music is analogous to the reading o f  text. 

The good music reader must group units of four, six, or even eight notes 
just as he reads so many letters ~ouped together as a word. Therefore, 
appropriately grouped notes form units that are in visual or auditory 
perception, or in meaning as related to context, the equivalent of words 
in prose or poetry. They should be read as such. (p. 75) 

4. There is Only a slight correlation between proficiency on an instru- 
ment and better than average sight-reading: 

many accomplished performers on musical instruments are inaccurate, 
slow, and stumbling [sight]-readers . . . .  In striking contrast to these 
individuals, there are some who are not accomplished technically on 
their instruments, who can read at first sight the notes of anything 
within the limits of their ability to perform . . . .  (p. 2) 

Bean performed two experiments with 50 and 24 subjects, respectively. 
In the first, he presented subjects with tachistoscopic flashes of three types of 

music-melodic  (one line), polyphonic (more than one line), and harmonic 
(groups of chords). Bean measured the speed and accuracy of recall when 
subjects were asked to play the visual presentations on the piano. At the same 
time, he established the mean number  of notes that each subject could play 
back correctly. 

Of the 50 subjects employed in this first experiment, ten were begin- 

ners. The remaining 40 were divided into two groups-nonprofessionals and 

professionals. For the 30 nonprofessionals, mean recall was about three notes 

per presentation for melodic music and two notes for polyphonic. For the ten 
professionals, mean recall was almost five notes per presentation in both 
categories. 

Bean accounts for the differences in recall between the two groups on 
the basis of reading strategies. Of the ten professionals, eight were "pattern- 
readers" according to Bean; many of the nonprofessionals read the music 
note-by-note. Complexity of pattern also seemed to explain differences in the 
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speed of accurate reading. Bean found a positive correlation between the 
complexity (or size) of the perceived musical pattern and the rapidity with 
which it was accurately played: 

Other things being equal, the larger the patterns grasped, the faster is the 
speed of accurate reading. (p. 67) 

In his second experiment, Bean was interested in assessing the extent to 
which practice can play a role in improving sight-reading ability. Twenty-four 
subjects devoted from two to six practice sessions to tachistoscopic sight-read- 
ing drill. Later, they were tested to see whether their general sight-reading 
ability had improved. While there was some improvement, the results were 
generally unimpressive. Only 25% of the subjects improved significantly in 
both speed and accuracy of reading. This result confirms the findings of  one 
of my subjects, Boris Goldovsky. Dr. Goldovsky, who has attempted to devise 
a system by which sight-reading can be taught, reported that some of  the 
freest musicians can never be taught to sight-read: 

The result [of my teaching sessions] was that people who seemed to be 
gifted for sight-reading improved; and people who seemed ungifted for 
sight-reading did not improve. And that showed to me, I think, that beside 
the knowledge of patterns there were more important factors that influ- 
enced whether a person was a good sight-reader or not. (G) 

What are these "more important factors" that determine whether a 
person will or will not be a good sight-reader? Bean does not offer any 
satisfactory hypotheses. Indeed, to get closer to the underlying mechanism 
which govern sight-reading ability, we must shift our focus. To get to the 
heart of  the matter, we must worry less about what the musician sees on the 
page and devote more attention to the cognitive processing which allows him 
to transfer the visual image into a muscular act. We turn now to another 
"reading" situation which has been analyzed from this cognitive point of view. 

An Analogous Problem: The Search Strategies of  Chess Hayers 

Of the many contributions by cognitive psychologists to the literature 
on reading, none is more fundamental or important than the notion that 
skilled reading is a special instance of information processing and problem 
solving (Neisser, 1967; Kolers, 1970; Geyer and Kolers, 1974). This character- 
ization of reading has critical implications for the investigator who desires to 
find the proper framework or the correct approach to the study of reading. 
First, it means that general cognitive theory is germane to his investigation; 
and, second, it implies that the basic processes which underlie the reading of 
textual material generalize to many other activities and situations. As Kolers 
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(1970) put it, "the understanding of the mechanisms of reading can illuminate 
the means by which symbolic information (instrument dials, road signs, 
musical scores, circuit diagrams, paintings) is interpreted and used" (p. 118). 
Thus, in attempting to understand the basic cognitive mechanisms which 
control musical sight-reading, it is appropriate to examine a problem-solving 
situation which is formally analogous. 

Simon and Barenfeld (1969), in a paper dealing with tile problem-solving 
strategies of chess players, have focused on two questions that are closely 
related to problems in musical sight-reading: first, how does a good chess 
player perceive (or "read") board positions? and, second, how does he store 
this information accurately enough to reproduce, a complete board from 
memory? 

Simon and Barenfetd photographed the eye movements of a chess player 
during the first 15 sec after a new board situation had been presented to him. 
Apparently, during this period of time, an expert player will assess the board 
situation and orient himself; he will not initially contemplate his next move: 

during the first movements-for example, 15 seconds more or less-during 
which he is exposed to a new position, a skilled player does not appear to 
engage in a search of move sequences. Instead, he appears to be occupied 
with perceiving the essential properties of the position . . . .  He appears to be 
gathering information about the problem, rather than seeking an actual 
solution. (p. 474) 

In musical sight-reading, this same preconception of the situation is 
essential to success. Indeed, one of the greatest sight-reading problems for the 
youngest pianist interviewed was not allowing himself enough time or devoting 
sufficient attention to the printed music before he began to play. 

According to A. D. de Groot (1965), the first phase of a chess player's 
response to a new board position is "characterized by a perceptive and 
receptive, rather than an actively organizing attitude on the part of the 
subject" (p. 396). This "receptive" period can be regarded similarly as the 
time in which the pianist sight-readers will make assessments of the Handel 
movement both before the flute begins to play and in the four measures 
before the piano's entrance. It will be recalled that key signature, meter, 
tempo, accents, rhythmic patterns, melodies, and harmonies are all suggested 
to the pianist before he has played a single note. 

For the skilled sight-reader, this initial process of assessment is both 
automated and systematic, as it undoubtedly must be for the expert chess 
player. The sight-reader's perceptual set, like an airline pilot's checklist, covers 
the major potentially hazardous categories; the better the sight-reader, the 
more items on the list he is able to check and to remember: 
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[I must] get more of a feel of the whole piece, you know, to get more of 
an idea of the form of it, and the continuity, the lines and the harmonies, 
and to hear the piece as a whole. (C) 

The sight-reader's problem is not  always precisely analogous to the chess 
player 's ,  however. Time pressures operate more immediate ly  and more severely 
on the musician. In fact, a sight-reader may still be collecting information and 
gathering significant clues after he has begun to play his part.  This partly 
explains why Boris Goldovsky u s e d  only opening measures of  movements 
when he a t t empted  to train sight-readers. He encouraged students to assess 
quickly the rules governing each new situation both prior to and immediately 
after they began to play: 

what I tried to do for pupils [was] to make them familiar with as many 
patterns as I could by having them practice a great number of compositions 
and only practice the first couple of measures which give metric pattern, 
distribution of chord patterns, with the hope t h a t . . ,  at least [they] would 
know how to read a 6/8 measure or a 7/8 measure or a 4/4 measure with 
certain syncopations and things of that kind. (G) 

In Simon and Barenfeld's experiment,  the actual eye movements of  
chess players were recorded. Fixations occurred around pieces of  tactical 

significance (attacking, defending, at tacked,  defended) and involved the per- 
ception of  relations between pieces on the board. The sequence o f  fixations 
indicated that  no piece was fixated on (except  the first) unless another  piece, 
fixated immediately prior to it, stood in some significant relation to it. Since 
the eye jumps  from one piece to another would often range over several 
squares,: it seems likely that a player could gather peripheral information 
about  distant squares while assessing the immediate situation upon which his 
gaze was fixed: 

Indeed, such peripheral information is necessary to direct the eyes to new 
fixation points if the eye movements are to be other than random. (p. 475) 

For  the sight-reader, too,  peripheral vision serves to locate significant 
clusters of  notes  on which the eye will fixate: 

you cover a region. . ,  and you see it and then jump to the next region. I 
don't think it's a smooth movement; it's probably a series of jumps. (G) 

In sight-reading, hearing the music appears to provide a kind of  
verification mechanism. It allows the musician to make sure that  the transfer 
of  information from eye to fingers has gone smoothly  and accurately, and it 
releases the eye to move to the next  significant cluster: 
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Part of sight-reading is the lateral process-as you play and as you hear what 
you play, that automatically drives you on to the next combination of 
notes and harmonies. You can't divorce yourself from the sound. (S) 

For a pianist, peripheral vision is o f  additional importance for it allows 
the eye to take in the span of  two clefs without requiring additional fixation 
points: 

When you read piano music, you see them [the staffs] both simultaneously. 
You don't read them separately. The eye certainly covers both lines 
easily . . . .  I don't think I read the top line (let's say the treble clef line), 
then do the base line. No, I'm quite sure I see at least that much at once. 
(G) 

In the Handel movement discussed earlier, the sight-reader may be 
looking at the significant cluster given by item 2a (on p. 149), but peripheral 
vision will allow him to see the move to A major (2b) as the next significant 
fixation point. Future fixation points are always visible peripherally from the 
fixation points which immediately precede them. In all cases, the point of  
fixation takes in both the treble and the bass clef. 

In the second half o f  their article, Simon and Barenfeld consider the 
relationship o f  memory systems to skilled chess playir/g. How is it, they ask, 
that a grand master can reproduce all the pieces on a chess board after only 5 
sec of  exposure to the board? And why should the evidence indicate that it is 
not only the level of  a player's skill which will determine the number of  
errors he will make in trying to set up a board from memory but also the 
"meaningfulness" of  the board (i.e., whether the positions were taken from 
game situations ,or merely established randomly)? That is, why should a 
random board profoundly effect the master's ability to reproduce it? 

With random boards, the performance of grand masters and masters sink 
[sic] to the level of weak players, while the weak players perform as well 
(or as poorly) with random boards as with boards from game positions. (p. 
480) 

Simon and Barenfeld explain these phenomena by drawing on well- 
known cognitive principles. Making use o f  Miller's (1956) "magic number"  and 
other memory theory summarized in Gregg and Simon (1967), they lay down 
two fundamental principles: first, that the number of  chunks o f  information 
which the human mind can deal with at any one time is 7 + 2, and, second, 
that these chunks of  information can be transferred from short-term to 
long-term memory systems at the approximate rate o f  one chunk every 5 sec. 

We need not quibble about the absolute truth of  either of  these 
principles, for, given the fact that they are even rough approximations o f  the 
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truth, Simon and Barenfeld are in a position to make two further observations 
about their chess-playing subjects, They can assume, first, that when subjects 
reproduce the board after only 5 sec they are relying primarily on short-term 

memory;  and they can assume, in addition, that  since short-term memory can 
only handle 7 -+ 2 chunks of  information at any one time the positions of  20 
or 30 pieces on a chess board must be condensed into at most nine discrete 
"messages." 

The authors'  contention is that this condensing process is intimately 
linked to the player's ability to recognize a group of  chess pieces as somehow 
belonging together in a certain configuration. Such an arrangement o f  pieces 
can then be processed as a single "message" or chunk o f  information: 

clusters of related pieces in a position are recognized by chess masters as 
familiar constellations; hence each cluster is stored as a single chunk; less 
skilled players have to describe the board in a larger number of simple 
chunks-hence cannot hold all the information required to reproduce the 
board in short-term memory. (p. 481) 

For the sight-reader, the same principles will apply. He will recognize 
familiar constellations o f  notes and process them as single units, or chunks, of  
information. If  he sees a chord made up of  several F's, A's, C's, and El~'s, he 
will automatically think " F 7 "  even though the chord may be composed of  six 
or eight notes. I f  he sees a sixteenth-note scale passage which extends from 
the first beat o f  the measure to the third, he can again process eight notes as 
a single chunk. 

For the sight-reader who can reduce the multiplicity o f  notes on a 
printed page to chunked pattern-messages, sight-reading will b e  comparatively 
easy. Skill, in his case, can be explained by his ability to condense many notes 
into a few familiar groups. The unskilled sight-reader, like the beginning chess 
player, is able to make condensations less effectively. The units o f  information 
with which he must deal are small and there are many more o f  them. It is no 
wonder that he makes errors, for short-term memory has become overloaded 
with inputs. 

Gifted sight-readers, as a general rule, search out familiar constellations 
in the printed music long before they are required to play them. Thus a 
musician will often read two or three measures ahead of  where he is playing. 
By reading ahead, he can evaluate the musical material and make several 
hypotheses about it before the accuracy of  his f'mal chunking is put to the 
ultimate test: 

People.. .  who sight-read well read way ahead and their finger follows 
almost by heart while the eye already looks at something new. . ,  when you 
sight-read something, you want the man who turns pages for you to turn it 
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maybe two measures ahead of time because you already in a way 
memorized what's coming, but you don't know what is on the next page. 
(G) 

Several factors can seriously interfere with even a gifted sight-reader's 
abili ty to keep his eyes ahead o f  his hands and read ahead o f  where he plays. 

First ,  i f  the significant clusters come too  fast, short-term memory becomes 
overloaded: 

Sometimes, if [you are] going at full speed, there's a certain limit as far as 
technical difficulty, where if you reach that limit going at full speed 
sight-reading, [you] have to stop and figure out what's going on. (C) 

Second,  a sight-reader can encounter  a musical composit ion which he is 
unable to chunk into familiar patterns.  This is especially common with 
contemporary ,  atonal music. A similar situation can arise for a chess player  
when he is presented with a board in which the pieces are arranged at random 
rather than set up from an actual game configuration. The grand master needs 
familiar posit ional cues in order to perform his feats of  memory;  the 
sight-reader needs familiar harmonic,  melodic, and rhythmic patterns in order 
to play his part flawlessly. Without  such cues .or  patterns,  neither the chess 
player  nor  the musician can condense the necessary information into a 
manageable number  o f  "messages." Simon and Barenfeld describe the mediocre 
performance of  a grand master when he is presented with a random board:  

when the same number of pieces is arranged on the board at random, 
few of the resulting configurations are familiar even to grand masters. 
Hence, they need more chunks to describe the position than can be held 
simultaneously in short-term memory, and hence perform as poorly as 
weaker players. (p. 481 ) 

Randomici ty  in musical composit ions has the same devastating effect on 
skilled sight-readers. Two of  my subjects pointed out  the difficulty o f  reading 
atonal and unfamiliar contemporary  music: 

if you get into the more complicated pattern of very atonal music, then it's 
more difficult because. . ,  what you're accustomed to doesn't help you very 
much. (S) 

in unfamiliar styles [there] is a very severe problem. I mean to read 
something, let's say of a man whose style you don't know or maybe 
something very new in some way, why you just don't know whether you 
have hit the right notes. You can't predict what the man will do . . .  you 
really have to look at each note separately. (G) 

Clearly, it  is the abil i ty to chunk familiar configurations of  notes into 
large units o f  information which facilitates skilled sight-reading. Short-term 

memory,  with its l imited capacity for information,  makes stringent demartds 
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on the player to organize and code the material which he finds in the pr in ted  
music. But the workings o f  short-term memory  do not  in themselves explain 
the entire sight-reading process. For this reason, we must now at tempt  to 
synthesize a complete  cognitive model of  musical sight-reading. 

THE COGNITIVE MODEL 

A cognitive model o f  musical sight-reading must be acceptable not only 
to a musician but  also to a psycholoNst.  Thus the model  proposed here is a 
synthesis of  current information-processing theories. Figure 2 is culled princi- 
pally from two sources: the memory component  is borrowed from Atkinson 
and Shiffrin (1968) while the link between memory systems and muscles is 

taken from Broadbent (1958). 4 Figure 2 is a schematic view of  the interlock- 
ing information-processing systems which facilitate the translation of  musical 

material on a pr inted page into finger movements on a musical instrument.  To 

keep the model simple, no feedback arrows have been included. Most systems 
in the diagram would normally be connected by two-way arrows. 

The cognitive map given by  Fig. 2 and the seven-step explanat ion below 
appear to fit nicely with what the four interviewed pianists said about  sight- 
reading. Here are their descriptions of  each of  the steps between the perception 
o f  the visual image on the page and the final muscular act: 

1. The external input in its entirety is recorded in the sensory register. 

I think that I'm doing a group of notes more than just single notes so 
that I look a t . . .  a block of notes and then look ahead again. (C) 

one gets a picture of several measures . . .  one does not read individual 
notes but gets total pictures which carry certain information to the 
brain. (C) 

2. Visual, auditory, and kinesthetic components are registered in the 
appropriate sensory dimension (it is highly significant that  three of  
the four pianists interviewed rely on different sensory dimensions, or 
imageries, to process the musical information):  

a. Visual imagery 
the very process itself is largely a reflex of being able to look at the 
note on the printed page and to not have to think of it as a note on a 
page . . ,  but seeing the notes as the keys on the keyboard. (C) 

4Since it was formulated in 1958, Broadbent's information-processing model has been 
criticized by many psychologists on many grounds (e.g., see Neisser, 1967, for an attack 
on Broadbent's notion of a selective filter). Nevertheless, Broadbent's model does help 
to explain how an information-"message" gets transformed into a muscular act. 
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b. Auditory imagery 

If you know what the piece should sound l i k e . . ,  then you know the 
patterns that your hands should be playing. (W) 

c. Kinesthetic imagery 
we have a kinesthet ic  imagery. That  means you f e e l . . ,  the posit ions 

of the black and white keys, the stretches of octaves and other 
intervals, scored positions and things of that kind [and they] have a 
very precise mental i m a g e . . ,  you can imagine that you are playing 
the piano even if the keyboard is not there. (G) 
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3. A subject~controlled scan o f  information in the sensory register seeks 
to match parts o f  this material with similar pieces o f  information 
stored in long-term memory. 

My teacher, Dohnanyi, told me that he was so familiar with Mozart's 
piano style that he would sight-read an unfamiliar piano concerto as well 
as he would ever play it afterwards. That means, in fact, he knew ahead 
of time, because he was so familiar with all the patterns that Mozart 
would write that he always played Mozart as though he had already 
practiced it. (G) 

4. Matched information passes to a filter which arranges it in a digested, 
condensed form for short-term memory. 

I think that  gifted people have some filter in their brain that  filters out 
the many hundreds or maybe thousands of possibilities that never reach 
their brain at all, so that they, in fact, have a much simpler operation. 
They always work with only very few, good alternatives and usually 
decide very rapidly which of the good alternatives they're going to 
choose. (G) 

5. Chunks o f  information pass to the seven slots o f  short-term memory, 
one chunk per slot. 

[Without chunking], it would not be possible to read an orchestral score 
because there are simply too many lines . . .  one does not read individual 
notes but  [rather] total pictures . . . .  (G) 

6. Short- and long-term memory systems continually feed messages to 
the effector systems. 

if  you play something with which you are quite familiar-I mean a 
composer with whose style you are quite familiar-the chances are that 
you are really playing something that you have already practiced in 
another context. (G) 

7. When a match o f  messages is accomplished, the effectors send an 
"'action "-message to the muscles which may or may not be able to 
carry out the order in an automated, independent fashion. 

People who can play the piano without looking at the keyboard at all 
( that means, who have a very fine tactile feel for the keyboard) are 
much better  sightreaders than people who don' t  have this tactile feel for 
the keyboard. If you have a pupil who has to look at his fingers when 
he plays the piano, you can guarantee the fact that he cannot (sight)- 
read well. (G) 

In  genera l  t e rms ,  o u r  p r o p o s e d  mode l  o f  the  s igh t - read ing  process  

appears  to  sa t is fy  b o t h  a psycho log i s t ' s  view o f  i n fo rma t ion -p roce s s ing  and  the  
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musicians' notion of what the sight-reading task involves for them. If we look 
at the model in more specific terms, it is possible to get an immediate sense 
of  the difference between a skilled and an unskilled sight-reader. 

Figure 3 is a scheme of the reduction process from the sensory register 
to the short-term store for a skilled and an unskilled sight-reader. The material 
in the sensory register, in this case, is taken from the fifth measure of  the 
Handel movement (the first measure in which the pianist has to play). The 
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unskilled sight-reader is reading the music note by note. Notice that there are 
14 elements in the music which he must process in order to play the music 
correctly. He has processed seven of  them but the short-term store is loaded 
to capacity. Seven elements remain but there are no slots remaining in the 
short-term store. This sight-reader will not  even play the first o f  his measures 
correctly. 

Now let us look at the short-term store of  the skilled sight-reader. The 
same 14 elements have been condensed and chunked. The entire scan can be 
packaged in two slots o f  the short-term store. Not only does this mean that 
the pianist will be able to play the music correctly (assuming his muscles do 
what they are supposed to) but it means something else as well. Five vacant 
slots remain in the short-term store. The skilled sight-reader can look ahead 
for more clues. He can condense the material from perhaps two measures into 
the seven slots o f  short-term memory. This provides him with an "early 
warning system." Reading two measures ahead, he can prepare himself for the 
difficult or the unexpected. 

In addition, the skilled sight-reader can use the extra five slots of 
short-term memory for other kinds o f  information. A skilled sight-reader 
considers dynamic inflection, phrasing, and general musicality part o f  the 
essential musical material which must be processed: 

[You must] recognize the musical ideas and what's happening musically; 
like to build up to a climax, to shape the phrase, to color the sounds that 
are coming out, just to make music out of it more than just sitting there 
playing the notes. (C) 

This is why a skilled sight-reader will emphasize musical elements more 
than actual notes when he discusses the difficulties o f  sight-reading. Processing 
notes is automatic and fills the first few slots of  the short-term store. But all 
kinds of  musical inflections must be fitted into the remaining slots; it is this 
condensing process which the skilled sight-reader is aware o f  and which he 
finds difficult: 

There is the problem of trying to make [the music] sound good, figuring 
out what the phrasing is and being able t o . . .  somehow have a sixth sense 
about the shape of a phrase and what the music is going to do and what the 
past has meant. (VO 

As one considers the interlocking information-processing systems given 
in Fig. 2, one can infer a second explanation for the differences in ability 
between a skilled and an unskilled sight-reader. Clearly, the speed at which the 
seven-step process occurs is a critical variable in sight-reading. Not only must a 
visual image be deciphered and organized quickly (pattern recognition), but 
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also an appropriate "'action"-message must be sent and received by the 

muscles. Dr. Goldovsky seems to have come closest to an understanding of the 

dual nature of the sight-reader's problem: 

I think that beside the knowledge of patterns there were more important 
factors that influenced whether a person was a good sight-reader or not. I 
have come to the conviction that it has something to do with the speed 
with which a visual image was converted into a muscular act; and with some 
people this is a very rapid transformation. As a matter of fact it is so rapid 
that with a good sight-reader there is no conscious understanding of how 
this is done . . . .  The transformation of a visual image into its pianistic result 
is so rapid that a great deal of what happens escapes awareness-it just 
happens. (G) 

Finally, the proposed model of musical sight-reading allows us to see 

quite clearly how a gifted pianist can be a poor sight-reader. Take the 

hypothetical case of  a pianist learning a new piece of music. When he 

encounters a difficult spot, makes a mistake perhaps, what does he do? 

Well, you stop playing, look at the notes, and watch your hands; do it 
slowly and play it perhaps several times, count out the rhythm, practice the 
notes slowly and then after that you probably can go on. (C) 

This is the time-honored procedure that the accomplished pianist will 
utilize when he encounters a snag. It has been given a "seal of approval" by 
generations of the finest teachers. But, significantly, what Mr. Chappelle was 

describing here was not  what one does when one is learning new music; 

rather, he was describing what happens after a total breakdown in sight-read- 
i ng -how one handles a complete disintegration of the sight-reading process. 

What this means, then, is that a sight-reader will avoid at all costs the very 

procedures he is encouraged to use in learning new repertoire. 

When practicing, a musician will force himself to be aware of every 

note, every nuance, indeed every component  which will influence the final 
performance of a piece of  music. He works slowly and carefully at a pace 
which allows him to be aware of  the process until  it becomes automated. But 
awareness of  each and every note, so critical in practice, is disastrous in 
sight-reading, as we have seen. A good sight-reader knows this and will set his 

mind on a different track in a sight-reading situation. His goal is to chunk 

quickly and efficiently; in some cases, he may leave out notes which he is 

unsure of: 

I t ' s . . .  a question of getting as many [of the notes] as possible that make 
sense. If you axe not sure of the notes you can't get you just delete them. 
(S) 

In other cases, sight readers will simply guess at notes: 
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A good sight-reader very quickly sees the important lines that he reads and 
f'llls out [the rest] from experience. (G) 

But, in learning new music, the skilled sight-reader will revert to 
standard methods characteristic of  deliberate practice. Leaving out  notes  and 
guessing them are not  techniques which will help him learn new music nor  
will they lead to exceptional performances. 

F rom the point  of  view of  the information-processing model  that has 
been proposed,  it is obvious why some gifted performers are poor  sight- 
readers. A musician who practices continually for performances will repeat 
musical patterns over and over again until each becomes automated in the 
long-term memory store. Conversely, a sight-reader will scan a page of  music 
only once, relying heavily on his abili ty to chunk the elements for the 

short-term memory  store. While both long- and short-term memory systems 
function continually in any information-processing situation, it appears to be 
the pr/mary reliance on different memory storage systems which separates the 
skilled performer from the skilled sight-reader. 

VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL: UNSKILLED SIGHT-READERS 

The hypotheses offered in the previous section rest on the accounts of  

four pianists all considered exceptional ly good sight-readers by  their col- 
leagues. This is a rather limited sample on which to build a model  which 
at tempts,  among other  things, to distinguish between skilled and unskilled 
sight-reading. At  the very least, in order to confirm and verify what has been 
proposed,  it would seem logical to increase the sample to include professional 
pianists who lacked sight-reading prowess, s 

5To the layman it may seem surprising that professional musicians couM be poor 
sight-readers #yen the general tendency to link sight-reading with musical ability. The 
incidence of poor sight-readers among professionals is not uncommon, however, and one 
particularly striking example should suffice. Josef Hofmann-the world-renowned concert 
pianist who was for many years the Director of the Curtis Institute of Music in 
Philadelphia-was a notoriously poor sight-reader. It was no secret and Hofmann spoke 
quite openly about it. My grandmother, the late Lea Luboshutz, was a violinist who 
played many joint recitals with Hofmann. I spoke to her once about sight-reading and 
she told me that Hofmann found printed music so distracting that he never used any in 
their concerts together. It did not matter whether he was playing solo pieces or 
accompanying the violin-he always relied on his prodigious memory. Even orchestral 
reductions played on the piano (e.g., the orchestra part of the Bruch violin concerto) 
were played by Hofmann without music. According to my grandmother, Hofmann's lack 
of sight-reading ability was linked to his extraordinary ear. As a child he learned music 
not by reading it but by listening to it. Although he did eventually learn to read music, 
he never became a proficient reader since he really did not have a need for this 
particular skill 
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Unfortunately, such a logical step offers two kinds of problems-one 
practical, the other definitional. The practical problem is that many profes- 

�9 sional musicians do not like to discuss-or even admit-their lack of sight- 
reading ability since it is assumed that this will reflect badly on their general 
musicality or technical ability. Indeed, of the many accomplished musicians 
who might have served as subjects for the second round of  interviews, the 
great majority were unapproachable given the sensitivity of this particular 
point. The second problem concerns the definition of the term "unskilled 
sight-reader." Although most musicians will agree in a general sort of way on 
the meaning of this term, the psychologist cannot tolerate such vagaries. The 
definition of "unskilled sight-reader" must be clear and verifiable. 

The solution to both the practical and definitional problems was 
effected in the following fashion. Each potential musician-subject was evalu- 
ated in terms of his ability to learn, perfect, remember, and perform music. In 
addition, an evaluation was made of his sight-reading ability. If the level of 
sight-reading ability as reported by himself or by his colleagues was far below 
the other categories of  achievement, then the musician was considered 
appropriate for the second group of interviewees. Ultimately four professional 
pianists ranging in age from 27 to 55 were chosen as a sample. Following the 
procedures described in the Method section of this article, the pianists were 
asked the same questions as the original subjects. In addition, the second 
group of pianists was told that their names would not be used in the final 
version of  the article. 

Conversations with Unskilled Sight-Readers 

In almost every respect, the conversations with the professional pianists 
who lacked sight-reading prowess confirmed the assertions made earlier in this 
paper. In analyzing the interviews, it seemed particularly important to test 
several hypotheses: 

1. Were the musicians note-by-note sight-readers? Did they pay too 
much attention to individual notes? 

2. Was there a connection between the way they sight-read music and 
the way they read conventional texts? 

3. Did their general approach to music and their specific comments 
about sight-reading reflect a pronounced reliance on long-term rather 
than short-term memory? 

The answers to each of these questions served as additional verification 
of the cognitive model of musical sight-reading proposed in the preceding 
section. 
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All o f  the pianists interviewed were aware of  the importance o f  reading 
pat terns  (one subject referred to  them as "groups").  Nevertheless, for most 
this represented an ideal si tuation which had not  been achieved. One subject 

reported that  she was actually a note-by-note reader: 

I feel that I am reading each note which is precisely the problem. . ,  you 
try to play too many notes; as a consequence you don't play enough! (B) 6 

Another  described the consequences o f  being a note-by-note reader 
based on his own experience: 

If you read every note, you have to slow down enormously. (C). 

While the first group o f  subjects found sight-reading a fairly simple 
affair, the second group reported all kinds of  difficulties. For  example,  when 
one o f  the original subjects, Vladimir Sokoloff ,  had been asked what were the 

principle problems involved in sight-reading, his answer was simple and 
straight-forward: 

For me personally, there are none. (S) 

By way o f  contrast, the answer to this question by one of  the pianists 
in the second group reads like a veritable catalogue: 

[The principal problems in sight-reading for me are] keeping going and 
looking ahead and not losing your place and not going back to correct it 
and trying to keep the rhythm pretty steady and trying to keep something 
going. (A) 

This same subject made a distinction between two kinds o f  sight-read- 
ing: "reading to keep going" and "reading to find out . "  The first type o f  
sight-reading was appropriate to ensemble playing, where the presence o f  other 
musicians made it necessary to hold the tempo and keep going. The second 
type was reserved for situations when the subject was by herself: 

I read differently when I am by myself. When I am reading by myself I do 
not put myself under the same pressure to keep going and if I do something 
wrong I go back and I would fix it because I would want to know what was 
going on in the music. If I were reading with a group, of course, I would 
feel obligated to keep going and not to stop. (A) 

While seemingly aware of  the importance of  pat tern sight-reading ( " I f  
you see something that looks like a scale, you tend to play a scale"), this 
subject expressed a preference for more careful analysis. This is why, when 

6pianists are referred to as follows: (A) 27-year-old subject, (B) 32-year-old subject, (C) 
48-year-old subject, (D) 55-year-old subject. 
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she is by herself, she reads slowly and deliberately. This same dichotomy in 
reading styles carries over into her reading o f  conventional text  material: 

I can read [normal textl pretty fast but I like to read more slowly and I 
also like to read things several times to get to know them better. As far as 
reading something like a newspaper, then I am able to scan, then I am able 
to read quick ly . . .  1 push my eyes ahead. (A) 

Two of  the other pianists in the group were also quick to point  out  the 
close connect ion between the reading o f  music and the reading o f  conven- 
tional text: 

I think the two go together . . . .  This works with students I've had, 1 notice. 
It seems that when they read slowly in books they read their music slowly. 
(D) 

The reading of music is no more or less than the reading of another language. 
(C) 

In discussing the topic of  memory with these pianists, an interesting 
pat tern seems to emerge. The abili ty to memorize music appears to be 

inversely related to sight-reading abili ty.  Let us examine the evidence. First, 
two o f  the original subjects who were outstanding sight-readers volunteered 
the informat ion that they had difficulty memorizing music. By way of  
contrast,  one of  the subjects in the second group is reputed to have a 
prodigious musical memory.  Several o f  his colleagues mentioned this to me as 
we were analyzing the abilities o f  candidates for the second round of  
interviews. In addit ion,  another subject in the second group reported that as 
her sight-reading had improved her abili ty to memorize music had declined: 

I used to be much better at memorizing. I memorized everything because I 
didn't play chamber music. As I played more chamber music, my sight-read- 
ing has gotten better . . . .  You get better at whichever one you are doing 
more of. (A) 

Finally,  the oldest subject in the second group endorsed the view that 
sight-reading and memorizing represent two distinct kinds o f  mental process- 
ing: 

Memorizing is a process that takes time and sight-reading is another 
process.. ; they axe both so different. It's like comparing many hours to 
seconds. (D) 

In the preceding section of  this article, it was suggested that the most 
plausible psychological explanat ion for the difference between skilled and 
unskilled sight-readers among professional musicians is the primary reliance on 
different memory  systems. Gifted musicians who are poor sight-readers use a 
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work technique which favors utilization of long-term memory; skilled sight- 
readers, at least while engaging in this activity, depend almost entirely on 
short-term memory storage. The evidence from the interviews appears to be 
consistent with this hypothesis. 

The Goldovsky Experiment 

But perhaps the most impressive verification of the hypotheses made in 
this article comes not from interviews but from an actual case history 
documented by Boris Goldovsky. The case demonstrates the differences 
between skilled and unskilled sight-reading as a function of pattern and 
note-by-note reading. It reveals the remarkable potential for misreading when 
musical configurations are read as patterns. And, finally, it shows that musical 
sight-reading can best be understood as a specific instance of  a more general 
reading process which has been described so effectively by cognitive psycholo- 
gists. 

Some years ago, a student whom Dr. Goldovsky describes as "tech- 
nicaUy competent but a poor reader" prepared a Brahms "Capriccio" (opus 
76, No. 2) which she brought to her lesson. She began to play the piece 
through but when she arrived at the C~ major chord on the first beat of  the 
bar 42 measures from the end, she played a G natural instead of the G~ 
which would normally occur in the C~ major triad. Goldovsky told her to 
stop and correct her mistake. The student looked confused and said that she 
had played what was written. To Goldovsky's surprise, the girl had played the 
printed notes correctly-there was an apparent misprint in the music. 

At first, student and teacher believed that this was merely a misprint in 
the edition they were using but upon further checking they found that all 
other editions contained the same incorrect note. 7 Why, mused Goldovsky, 
had no one, including the composer, the publisher, the proofreader, and scores 
of  pianists, ever caught the mistake? From contextual clues it is clear that a 
G~ is the only note that Brahms could possibly have intended; given the tonal 
style of  the music, the pattern established in the previous measures, and the 
sequence of chords, no other reading is possible. Certainly the reason that 
countless skilled musicians had never found the mistake was because they 
were reading musical patterns rather than individual notes. 

Such "misreading" (if one can refer to the automatic correction of a 
mistake in this fashion) is not unique to musical sight-reading but has been 

7In one standard edition (Peters No. 9488) the incorrect note occurs on p. 12 (last 
measure of the third line). The G natural is found in the treble clef on the first beat. 
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often demonstrated in the reading of conventional text. The proofreader's 
golden rule-"read what you see, not what you think you see ' -grows out of 
a situation in which the mind processes textual material holistically and tends 
to correct automatically the small details which are not consistent with the 
larger unit. Huey (1968) at the beginning of the century was already well 
aware of this tendency in skilled reading: 

the dominating complexes, when apperceived, are filled out directly into the 
visual form of the word or sentence. (p. 85) 

[Indeed] the visual recognition of a familiar phrase, as a phrase, is but a 
repetition of the process described above, the recognition of constituent 
words as well as of letters in this case being partially inhibited in favor of 
the total recognition of the larger unit. (p. 114) 

In the case of the Brahn~ "Capriccio," skilled readers had consistently- 
to use Huey's words-"inhibited" the G natural "in favor of the larger unit" 
(the C~ major chord). Given this fact, Goldovsky devised an experiment to 
FEnd out how many clues a skilled reader would need before he could find the 
incorrect note. His procedure was to tell subjects that the "Capriccio" 
contained a misprint. They were to find it as quickly as possible and were 
encouraged to play the piece as many times and in whatever way they liked. 
If  they could not find the misprint under these conditions (and none of  the 
subjects ever didS), Goldovsky proceeded to give them clues. 

First, he would indicate the page on which the incorrect note appeared. 
If the note was still not found, he would indicate the staff (i.e., line of 
music), then the two-measure phrase, then the measure, and finally the actual 

chord in which the G natural occurred. In more than half the cases, either the 
measure or the chord would have to be isolated before skilled readers could 
find the note and play what was actually written on the page. 

In commenting on this case, Goldovsky is quick to point out that this is 
one of  the best-concealed mistakes that he has encountered in all of printed 
music. Nevertheless, for our purposes the case serves as additional verification 
for the model of  sight-reading which has been proposed. For it links the 
sightreading skill quite directly to the musician's ability to decipher patterns; 
and it shows the importance of  regarding sight-reading less as a function of 
musical talent and more as a musical example of the specific information. 
processing skill which we call reading. 

8Over a number of years, this test has been given to approximately 12 skilled 
sight-readers who are also pianists. 
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CONCLUSION 

As one leafs through the pages of journals which report the experi- 
mental work o f  cognitive psychologists, it is not uncommon to wonder why 
situations from everyday life cannot serve as appropriate topics of  cognitive 
study. Neisser (1967) has written: "it is apparent that cognition is involved in 
everything a human being might do; that every psychological phenomenon is a 
cognitive phenomenon" (p. 4). Does not this indicate that at least one 
possible laboratory of  cognitive research is the real world? 

It is as dangerous to oversimplify as it is important to admit that such a 
question is difficult to answer. Without formal experiments-conducted with 
sophisticated equipment, designed to test minute hypotheses and hairline 
distinctions-"real-world" studies, whether of  musical sight-reading, chess 
playing, or any other human activity, are not possible. Nevertheless, it seems 
logical to believe that the purpose of the microexperimentation is to lead to a 
deeper understanding of the general mental activities of man. One would think 
that the payoff of  an elegant information-processing model, for example, is 
the light it sheds on the way men think and deal with problems in specific 
everyday situations. 

The preceding study of  musical sight-reading grew out of such a 
situation. It was carried out by a musician who felt a need to understand a 
skill which he clearly lacked. Cognitive psychology, with its models of 
interlocking information-processing systems, provided the vehicle by which 
that understanding could be arrived at. Such a study, it seems to me, provides 
at least one justification for the theoretical experiments in attention and 
memory on which it draws; for it shows that the hypothesized activities which 
they seek to analyze actually occur in the real world. 
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